
“Sign 5 figure (10k+) clients regardless of whether you are a 
business coach or you don’t coach or consult at all!”



If you have…

• Chased 6, 7 & 8 figures only to find yourself burnout, fed up and still no closer to 
what you’ve dreamed off.

• Became tired of numbers, strategies and draining targets that did not leave you 
feeling powerful or validated and the ego that go with all of that

• Felt tired of chasing success just to feel worthy.

• Want other ways to build a high (big) ticket business. You want an impactful 
business that doesn’t require you to be marketing 24/7

• You need a system. You’ve learned that ‘short courses’ are designed to help grow 
your DIY skills but are not as effective as programs that encourage your grow. Now 
you want to claim your MASTERY and sell 5 figure programs to the right b2b or b2c 
client. 

• You want to HEAL your old money story and give up the parts that are not working. 



 Created the 50 k in 30 Days LIVE Challenge on FB – Smashed 
the target and created 105k. 

 My first program launched 3 times in just over a year selling 
just over 100 k with sales that started at 1k and up to 11k.

 Built multiple six Figure Teaching/Coaching Businesses Online
 $27k in 30 Days as a new Coach with a brand new Business
 20k 1-1 Coaching Offer in 12 months: Burned myself out!

What really Creates 5 Figure Sales that BUILD’s 
Businesses?

The Better Way



“Some lose everything – I didn’t. I chose to walk away. And it was 
hard, emotionally.  But…The thought of teaching my children to 
settle? I just could not. The environment I had unwillingly created 

was one that was destined for burnout, and relied on others in 
spite of my strength, I had created a monster. 

If you have been told it’s your strategy or your system but you 
have NOT healed and transformed your relationship with 

money, I urge you to STOP, and re-think NOW. 

Another coaching program on how to use social media or to 
create facebook ads will not fix your business.”



“In my earlier property days, I would help my clients make $150 to $200k in months but 
they quickly fell back to their old self concept. The ‘self’ that is not disciplined, can not be 

trained and transformed to have a different money mindset. 

What became apparent really quickly: The successful students and clients thought 
differently. They stayed with me for longer periods. They had unprecedented success. 

Time did not matter. 

So the first of the Millionaire Protocols is to teach you how to overcome imposter 
syndrome by producing FAST RESULTS. Not in theory, but with science based facts that 

re-invent your self concept so that you make & KEEP money. Your relationship with 
money will be transformed.”

THERE ARE 3 PARTS TO THE FIVE FIGURE SALES SYSTEM:



Energy The Millionaire Protocols unlocks 
YOU why your clients choose you. (They see 

your work as transformational) 

System One that compels people to want 
to work with you. (No one else exists) 

Execution Position your Content &   
Message to sell 10-20k+ for you.

Information vs Transformation



1. The Millionaire Protocols                  
MY secret weapon to transform even a 

strong mind-set around money.

“Re-conditioning your relationship with yourself and how you identify your success 
is NOT the first step we tackle which is contrary to where you’ve likely been. 

Because, THAT takes most people at least 6-12 months and I’m not for advocating 
going broke while you ‘learn’’. I have a strong aversion to this type of teaching and it 

is NOT right for most coaches. We make money first. 

PERIOD. The journey to building YOU to become a Millionaire is exactly that: a 
journey.

To create a million dollar business, your identity and concept of yourself, needs to 
change. NOT your outside world or anyone who is in it. Lets be clear: What you 
want is a system become financially viable in 30-90 days AND more soft-skills to 
continue your inner work and to be able to ‘teach’ from a space of ‘knowing’. 



2. System That compels people to 
work with you 

There are 3 types of clients. Each one needs a proven system.

1. Premium – They desire a luxury experience. (Speaks for itself. These prospects are predominately 6-7 
figure earners but may also be someone that wants to create a premium biz.)

• High Intent – A high-intent prospect is a client that a) knows what they want to buy and b) has the 
intent to purchase them. As a coach or consultant, you need to become High Intent. If you aren’t buying 
mentorship to learn & grow, why would anyone buy your programs? Your messaging and investments 
should go towards learning what attracts these types of, because they are likely to lead to the highest 
returns and bring in most the most revenue. Big ticket clients are the most valuable. (10-100k each)

• Low Intent - Most clients. Low-intent buyers are a variety of prospects that may buy your small 
programs. They gather, often window shop, may get to the cart but stop themselves from buying. The 
conversions are much lower. There’s still potential to convert them, but they shouldn’t be your top 
priority, because MOST will never be your most valuable customers. DIYers fall under this category.



3. Execution Position your 
Content & Message to sell 10-20k+ 

1. Premium content & messaging SPEAKS to the client that needs less words to decide. The content 
conveys a luxury or VIP experience. It will feel uncomfortable to those that want to sell this service even 
if they desire to do so. The strategies for these people are designed specifically for direct messaging and 
usually LinkedIn or in a High Network/Net-worth/Organisation. (20K to 500k+ programs)

2. High Intent/Big Ticket clients are on ALL platforms. This is where your personalized strategy is needed 
so that you can sell these programs successfully. This content must be NOT be diluted. The copy must be 
able to call a client out quickly so that they are sending you DM’s. (5-100k programs.)

3. There are 3 parts to the system I use to call out the right prospects. Each part depends solely on what 
program I am selling  take just as much posting as a big ticket program. You do not want to waste time 
speaking to the wrong prospects. A change of a single word in your copy can be the difference between 
calling on for example ‘new coaches’ to calling out coaches who are 6-7 figure clients. This is how an 
online empire scales and grows. 

NOW YOU KNOW THE TYPES OF CLIENTS and WHERE TO FIND THEM, ARE YOU OPEN to 
creating a HIGHLY VALUABLE  5 FIGURE PROGRAM?



Edwina C.

My first (nearly) 30k Month





• I’m guessing you are already or have been successful in a past career. Brilliant. You are in the right 
place. Now you are ready to create content and messaging that brings in clients to grow & scale 
your business.

• You are an expert but you are not bringing in the right clients. 

• Selling to the wrong crowd? The spaghetti just isn’t sticking to the wall and you feel your work 
goes un-noticed.

• You want your messaging to do 95% of the work especially in your sales.

• Done for You and with You PDF’s, messaging and powerful meditations and magic to bring out 
the most powerful version of you.

• Learn the art of selling successfully using DM’s and cold messaging.

• Live 1-1 and pre-recorded messages and training so that you can do this in your own time.

• You are ready for more Premium & High Intent clients to work with.



• 90 minute 1-1 Breakdown to Breakthrough Experience.

• We help you Build YOUR Ultimate Signature High ticket Program. 

• We Position You on more than one platform.

• We show you the path and blueprint to create any amount you desire.

• For some, you will want to build a team, scale.

• Others want a Million Dollar Program.

• Most want High Intent Clients and the right Content & Messaging. Done.

• We WILL work with YOU on ONE strategy to get you PAID and you will have access to 
other course strategies too.

• Learn how to bypass your client’s fears and doubts. For example: I’ll share with you the 
intuition & power to take a 30 day process & turn it into 17 days and MORE profit than 
we imagined.

• Get ready to be challenged. 



We break down which strategy to use and when to use them. Complex funnels (3 or more steps) are not 
attractive to Premium or Big Ticket High Intent clients. We’ll show you where to use the lower priced products 

to engage new & existing clients and prospects. Your business needs a product suite.



1. This is where magic can really unfold 
when we put our heads together to 
unlock MORE of your SUPER- powers. 
You’ll have greater access to me at the 
level that creates ‘celebrity’ with 
insider knowledge on becoming a 
media darling bypassing years of trial 
and error. 

2. We’ll work with you to both a 
signature and a premium program. An 
element of Done for You mixed with 
your genius. Spiritual leaders, healers, 
this will give you the recognition you 
deserve and the impact you need for a 
level of mentorship that will blow your 
clients minds.

3. And more. This is highly personalized 
and essential for coaches and 
consultants.



Being able to call on your mentor to develop your MASTERY is worth every part of your beings ability to evolve. There's a 
new extremely limited, and intimate way to work with me. Where we create magic. This is for a certain kind of person, who 

desires a deeply personal and high-level interpersonal connection to me. Beyond money.  Beyond a program. Beyond 
energy. (To learn more, email me at: info@iconicandfree.com and mention Luxurious & Lavish The Mastermind.)

mailto:info@iconicandfree.com
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“Close the Gap – A VIP EXPERIENCE”

Our calls are an EXPERIENCE. There is no obligation 
on your part but we do want you to come to the call 
with the intention of taking action. Treat this as a 

luxury experience where your business is being embodied 
and drawn into another level.  

PLEASE NOTE: At this time of recording, we are offering complimentary calls. We 
reserve the right to discontinue this at any time. Take us up on this ASAP, while you can. 



https://calendly.com/close-the-gap-call/30min?month=2022-09


“From the very first phone call with Cat I knew I had to work with her. She saw the real 
me, the limitless me, the me that thinks beyond what many other coaches can see. She 
pushes you to go deeper, to find a solution and not just something that 'worked for her', 
but something that will actually work for me and my uniqueness. I had so many 'ah ha' 
moments in our time working together, and even following our final session I still feel 
very supported by Cat. Together we have created some real magic and I know I can 

continue to return to our work together to keep on growing and striving toward the next 
success. Thank you so much for everything Cat, you've been a huge help on this journey”. 



“Working with Cat has been nothing short of mind blowing! When I look back 
at where I was in creating my business before I started working with Cathy, I 
would never have believed I would have achieved so much in such a short 
time…but I have, and it feels AMAZING! To have complete clarity on my 
product and business is just phenomenal! I honestly think if I had tried on my 
own to achieve all I have with Cat in 8 weeks, I would probably have never 
have even covered everything in 6 months (and I’m not exaggerating). Cat just 
knew when I was making excuses and needed a good kick up the backside. 
She also understood when I was trying my hardest and felt like I was getting 
nowhere, so stepped in and asked the right questions and guided me to where 
I needed to get to. I have grown in to the true mindset of an entrepreneur 
now, and I have Cat to thank for helping me realise my potential!”



“Cat’s mentor ship and profound knowledge has been an incredible blessing to my eager ears. 
Anyone who is ready to raise their standards, Cat will be able to meet you there. To find an incredible 
mentor is like finding the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. Someone who can see your ability 
more than you even knew was possible. Someone who makes you realise how much you didn’t know. 
She tapped into my talent and gave me a grand vision of what’s possible. Someone who will save 
you both time and money that mistakes would cost. Every great achiever has been inspired by an 
incredible mentor and therefore one of the most important business decisions you will make. It’s been 
so game-changing to work with someone who gives me clarity, assistance, a ear to listen and 
guide & saved me so much time over analysing & crossing my fingers ‘hoping’ my actions were 
precise”.



Anyone that’s ever had any noteworthy achievements in 
their life has drawn from the knowledge and inspiration of 

those operating at a higher level than 
themselves. Mentors like Cat are here to fast track your 

growth and fast track your success.”



“As a single Mum of 2 boys, I needed to find a way out of 
my 9-5 job so that I could find a better way to raise my 

boys. I found the support, motivation and the exact 
template to make that happen while working with Cat. 

And the great thing is, I can do this over and over again. 
Thank you!”



Alex and her hubby brought land 4 years ago with the intention of holding it for 
the future. Then their family grew and the home they live in grew too small. They 

looked at building but didn’t commit because they were worried about the costs. 2 
years later they bit the bullet and signed the contract in January 2019 for their 

dream home. But STILL the timing was not right. The contractors were dawdling, 
and Alex felt she  was too busy in her business to commit, she felt she needed 

more and, the months went by with nothing happening on her dream home. It 
wasn’t until September that things changed.

Alex boldly signed up to my 1-1 transformational mastermind and within a couple 
of short week’s Alex’s energy changed. She shifted her beliefs; started new daily 

rituals and by November her energy shifted. Finally nearly 11 months later, the slab 
was poured. But that’s not all – She says: “The first key to abundance is to realize 

that visualization is not enough. Daily habits, surrounding myself with the right 
people and trusting and backing myself because I’ve learned how to use my inner 
power to create and manifest. I’m learning more about alignment and energy & I 

am so grateful to Cat for teaching me this. I’m on my way to truly building the 
empire I envision for my family.” 

‘The Energy Shift Case Study’



““Working with you ‘tied’ it all together. We had done a number of courses and even some high end 
programs (that cost a bomb) but we really had to learn how to tie in knowledge, mindset and 
strategy to succeed. Please share our story with your clients! Thank you soo much for helping us tie 
it all together!” (Sophia & her husband built a multi-million dollar property portfolio after we worked 
together)

‘The Strategy Shift Case Study’



"After years of 'trying' to sell my coaching program, I 
signed up to Cat's Visionary Sales Program. Unlike 

other coaching programs - she starts with sales FIRST. It 
wasn't that I hadn't sold anything, but my prices were 
session prices, $300 per session. So the first thing we 

did together, was to nut out how I really wanted to help 
women. Then we wrote two programs: a $5 and $10k 

program into a simple pdf. Within a few months - I had 
sold $12k! If you need help selling your courses and big 

ticket programs, work with Cat."

‘The System Shift Case Study’



3 Year Consulting Business Case Study
‘It started as a cold lead from a FB Ad, Paola had a dream but not 
the know-how to achieve it. She first had to learn the skill and 
purchased a property just months into the program

During this period, Cat started teaching the women in her group 
how to become Renovation Consultants and as a result– Paola 
created a NEW BUSINESS.

The result?

She runs a boutique renovation consulting business in Victoria. 
She went from zero SKILL, made $200k in the first year she 
worked with Cat for a further year & created a SIX FIGURE 
BUSINESS that is growing into a multiple 6 figure biz.’



You don’t need to know all of the 
details. Drop that. How many smart 
professors in universities that are 
barely making a living?!

If you think you need to know 
everything,

Your allowing perfectionism to be 
the ruling emotion.

And you certainly will not understand 
what’s going to happen next…

This is faith and trust.

Wealth is built on taking chances 
and feeling  challenged.

You WILL be uncomfortable.

Because you are not there, yet.

Are you in a loop of negative 
thinking?

It’s when you don’t invest in 
yourself spiritually & financially–
that you fall in and out of 
consistency.

One minute you trust,

The next minute, you fear. 

So if you are looking for a holy 
crap ‘How did that just happen 
moment?’

You have to step into faith.

Know, like you know like you 
know.
There is no plan b.

Millionaire Protocol ‘Getting out of a funk’



I’m Cat Morrissey and my talent is to help women and men 
just like you to make more money on their businesses and 

properties. With millions of dollars in Sales under my belt, the 
one thing I feel strongly feel about is – you need a complete 

system. One that’s not watered down. 
You can learn more about me by clicking HERE.  

(Download this trainings PDF to learn more)
CLOSE THE GAP from where you are to where you want to be by 

clicking on the Button below

https://catmorrissey.s3.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/Cats+Create+an+Offer+that+Sells.pdf
https://calendly.com/close-the-gap-call/30min?month=2022-09
https://calendly.com/close-the-gap-call/30min?month=2022-09


Not stepping into ‘who’ you need to be, or trying to ‘figure this out’ by 
yourself may work. But statistically, it doesn’t. NOT because you don’t 

have a message to share but because you’ve BELIEVED the slick 
marketing that told you that a strategy is all you need. It really sickens me 

that women are not being treated fairly – BY yourself & other women.

YOU deserve better than that and any inner dialogue that is telling you 
that are NOT enough IS just your old programming. 

What you take away from the Millionaire Accelerator Program can 
become YOUR highest body of work. Ready?  


